Abstract
Introduction
One of the reasons behind the slow deployment of video-on-demand (VOD) services is the high cost of providing these services. These high costs result mostly from the high demands that VOD makes upon video servers.
Assuming that the videos are in MPEG-2 format, each user request will require the delivery of around 5 Megabits of data per second. Hence a video server allocating a separate stream of data to each request would need an aggregate bandwidth of 5 Gigabitls to accommodate 1,000 concurrent users. This situation has led to numerous proposals aiming at reducing the bandwidth requirements of VOD services. These proposals can be broadly classified into two groups. Proposals in the first group are said to be proactive because they distribute each video according to a fixed schedule that is not affected by the presence-or 0-7695-1315-8/01 $10.00 0 2001 IEEE the absence-of requests for that video. They are also known as broadcasting protocols. Some of the bestknown broadcasting protocols are staggered broadcasting [Alm96] , pyramid broadcasting [20] , skyscraper broadcasting [lo] , harmonic broadcasting [ 121 and its variants [14] .
Other solutions are purely reactive: they only transmit data in response to a specific customer request. Unlike proactive protocols, reactive protocols do not consume bandwidth in the absence of customer requests. The best known reactive protocols include piggybacking [9] , stream tapping [2]-also known as patching [ 1 1 ]-and dynamic skyscraper [5] .
The main advantage of broadcasting protocols is that they scale up extremely well. Since broadcasting protocols distribute each video according to a fixed schedule, the number of incoming user requests does not affect their bandwidth requirements. Hence they are especially suited to the distribution of videos that are in very high demand. The most efficient broadcasting protocols only require a bandwidth equal to six times the video consumption rate to guarantee that no customer will have to wait more than one minute before starting to watch a two-hour video. Despite their low bandwidth requirements, broadcasting protocols have their own limitations. First, the most efficient broadcasting protocols require a set-top box (STB) capable of receiving data at up to six or seven times the video consumption rate. Those that have lower client bandwidth requirements also put more demands on the video server. While Hua and Sheu's skyscraper broadcasting [ 101 never requires the STB to receive more than two streams at the same time, it requires ten times the video consumption rate to guarantee a maximum customer waiting time of less than a minute for a twohour video. Second, most broadcasting protocols require a STI3 capable of storing locally up to 60 percent of each video being watched. Finally, they waste a considerable amount of bandwidth whenever the request arrival rate falls below ten to twenty requests per hour for the same two-hour video. We propose here a different approach. First, we will use a reactive distribution protocol because these protocols perform very well at low to medium request arrival rates.
Second, we will never require the STB to receive data at more than twice the video consumption rate, which will greatly simplify the design of the STB disk controller. Finally, we will keep the server bandwidth low by preloading in the customer STB the first 8 to 15 minutes of all popular videos, that is, between 300 and 563 Megabytes of data per video in MPEG-2 format. As a result, our stream tupping protocol with partial preloading will trade excess bandwidth for an increase of the size of the STB buffer. All VOD distribution protocols that minimize the server bandwidth require a STl3 buffer of the order of a few Gigabytes. In the present state of memory technology, this implies the presence of a disk drive in each STB. The sole additional requirement of our protocol is to have a disk drive capable of storing twenty to thirty Gigabytes of data in each STB.
Such disk drives sell now at a retail prices below one hundred dollars.
Previous Work
Two of the earliest reactive distribution protocols are batching and piggybacking. Barching [4] reduces the bandwidth requirements of individual user requests by multicasting one single data stream to all customers who request the same video at the same time. Some strategies even involve delaying customer requests for a short period of time in order to increase the number of customers sharing the same data stream. Piggybacking
[9] can be used alone or in combination with batching. It adjusts the display rates of overlapping requests for the same video until their corresponding data streams can be merged into a single stream. Consider for instance, two requests for the same video separated by a time interval of three minutes. Increasing the display rate of the second stream by 10 percent will allow it to catch up with the first stream after 30 minutes.
Stream tapping [ 2 , 31 or patching [l 11, assumes that each customer STB has a buffer capable of storing at least 10 minutes of video data. This buffer will allow the STB to "tap" into streams of data on the VOD server originally created for other clients, and then store these data until they are needed. In the best case, clients can get most of their data from an existing stream.
In particular, stream tapping defines three types of streams. Complete streams read out of a video in its entirety. These are the streams clients typically tap from. Full rap streams can be used if a complete stream for the same video started A 5 p minutes in the past, where p is the size of the client buffer, measured in minutes of video data. In this case, the client can begin receiving the complete stream right away, storing the data in its buffer. Simultaneously, it can receive the full tap stream and use it to display the first A minutes of the video. After that, the client can consume directly from its buffer, which will then always contain a moving A-minute window of the video. Stream tapping also defines partial tap streams, which can be used when A < p. In this case clients must go through cycles of filling up and then emptying their buffer since the buffer is not large enough to account for the complete difference in video position.
To use tap streams, clients only have to receive at most two streams at any one time. If they can actually handle a higher bandwidth than this, they can use an option to the protocol called extra tupping. Extra tapping allows clients to tap data from any stream on the VOD server, and not just from complete streams. . Like skyscraper broadcasting, it never requires the STB to receive more than two streams at the same time. Their more recent hierarchical multicast stream merging (HMSM) protocol requires less server bandwidth than DSB to handle the same request arrival rate. Its bandwidth requirements are indeed very close to the upper bound of the minimum bandwidth for a reactive protocol that does not require the STB to receive more than two streams at the same time
where q 2 = (1 +&) / 2 and NI is the request arrival rate.
Selective catching combines both reactive and proactive approaches. It dedicates a certain number of channels for periodic broadcasts of videos while using the other channels to allow incoming requests to catch up with the current broadcast cycle. As a result, its bandwidth requirements are O(log(A, L,) where A, is the request arrival rate and L, the duration of the video [7] .
Partial preloading [15] loads in the customer STB the first few minutes of the top 10 to 20 videos in order to provide zero-delay access to these videos and reduce the server bandwidth of the broadcasting protocol distributing the remainder of the video.
Our Protocol
Stream tapping, dynamic skyscraper broadcasting and hierarchical multicast stream merging have two major advantages over broadcasting protocols. First, they provide true instant access to the video. Second, they require much less bandwidth than broadcasting protocols to distribute videos that are not requested more than ten times per hour for a two-hour video.
Unfortunately, the same is not true at higher request arrival rates. Since they handle all customer requests one by one, these three proactive protocols require much more bandwidth than most broadcasting protocols whenever the request arrival rate exceeds 30 to 60 requests per hour.
One solution would be to batch requests together so that several incoming requests could share the same data streams. The sole problem with this approach is the delays it would introduce. As we said earlier, all three proactive protocols outperform the best broadcasting protocols when the rate remains below ten requests per hour for a two-hour video.
Achieving the same performance at any request arrival rate would require a hatching interval of six minutes, which means that customers wanting to watch a video would have to wait an average of three minutes. While smaller batching intervals are possible, they would have much less effect on the server bandwidth.
We propose another solution. Over the last few years, disk drive capacities have been doubling every eighteen months. One can now find 30 Gigabyte hard drives at retail prices below one hundred dollars. We can store on one of these hard drives more than 13 hours of video data assuming a very comfortable bandwidth of 5 Megabits per second. This would allow us to store the first 10 minutes of 80 videos or the first 15 minutes of 53 videos.
Preloading the first few minutes of all videos in the server library would give us the same bandwidth reduction as batching all incoming requests and allow us to continue a zero-delay policy.
The impact of partial preloading on the protocol bandwidth is indeed so strong that it allows us to simplify the stream tapping protocol and eliminate all cases of extra tapping that require the customer STB to receive video data from more than two channels at the same time. This will greatly simplify the design of the STB disk controller and contribute to offset the cost of a larger disk drive.
Let us consider a video of duration D and let us assume that the first Dpp minutes of that video are already present in the customer STB. Four cases have to be considered: 1. When the first request for a video arrives at the server at time t(,, the server allocates a complete stream to the video. Since the customer STB already has the first D,jp minutes of the video on its hard drive, the complete stream can be delayed by Dip minutes. As shown on Figure 2, Assume now that a second request arrives at time t' such that rc < t' < tu + D. The request will still be able to "tap" the complete stream of the first request but will have missed the first d, = f ' -t, minutes of that stream. As shown on Figure 2 , the server will thus schedule a full tap starting at time t , = t ' + Dpp and ending at time t' + D,,,, + a' , .
Consider now a third request arriving at time t" such that t' < t" c t, + Dpp. That request will arrive before the beginning of the full tap that was scheduled for the second request. It will be able to find most data it needs from the complete stream and the full tap but will still need t"-t' minutes of additional data. Rather than start an extra tap stream for that request, we will extend the duration of the last full tap by t"-t'minutes. A fourth request arriving after the beginning of the full tap would either require a new full tap if it arrives before the end of the complete stream or a new complete stream if it arrives after that. This informal description implicitly assumes that the server will always allocate a tap stream to any incoming request whenever it can, that is, as long as a complete stream is still active. Carter and Long [2] found that it was much more efficient to stop the tapping earlier and then start a new complete stream. To that effect, they proposed a criterion based on the average cost of all requests sharing the same complete stream. We found that their criterion did not work well in our case due to the presence of numerous cases where no tap was necessary.
As one can see in Figure 3 , the STPP protocol uses a much simpler criterion: it restarts a new complete stream whenever the duration of the new tap stream exceeds a given threshold 8, which must satisfy the condition
We have not yet discussed how the preloaded segments of each video are distributed to the customer STB's. The task of distributing these data will be assigned to one or two dedicated channels that will continuously broadcast the first D,,,, minutes of all videos that are currently offered for viewing. Any change in the set of videos being broadcast will require each STB to download the first Dl,,, minutes of the new videos being offered and to store them on its hard drive. Our protocol will thus need a mechanism allowing the VOD server to notify the STB's that they have new data to download but this mechanism could be as simple as agreeing upon some predefined time. It might also be more practical not to require all customers to have in their STB the first DI,/> minutes of all videos that are currently offered for viewing. Two good candidates for this option are less frequently requested videos and customers joining the service either for the first time or after a power failure. One of the most attractive options for reducing the storage costs of our protocol is to begin each program by one or two trailers announcing future releases. This would not be very different of what is being done today in movie theaters, on videocassettes or on DVDs. The main advantage of this solution is that a small number of trailers could be shared among a much larger number of videos. We saw in a previous example that we can store the first 10 minutes of 80 videos on a 30-Gigabyte hard drive. Requiring customers to watch a 3-minute trailer before each video would allow us to store on the same hard drive the first 7 minutes of 112 videos while leaving enough space for 5 different trailers.
Performance Analysis
To evaluate the performance of our protocol we wrote a simple simulation program assuming that request arrivals for a particular video were distributed according to a Poisson law. The program was written in CSIM and simulated requests for a single two-hour video. Since no data are shared among customers watching different videos, the total bandwidth of a server distributing several videos will always be equal to the sum of the bandwidths it dedicates to each video.
We considered six possible durations for the preloaded part of the video, namely 3 minutes, 5 minutes, 8 minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, and 20 minutes. We measured the average bandwidth of the STPP protocols at request arrival rates varying between one and one thousand requests per hour. We did not consider higher arrival rates as we found the protocol bandwidth requirements to stabilize around 60 requests per hour. Each simulation run involved 200,000 arrivals over a simulated time period of at least 200 hours. We assumed for all runs the same threshold value of 35 minutes for 8 because it provided the best average results over all arrival rates and all durations of the preloaded part.
Request arrival rates are expressed in arrivals per hour and bandwidths are expressed in multiples of the video consumption rate. We assumed a video duration of two hours and an unlimited buffer size for stream tapping.
Our results are summarized in Figure 4 . The two horizontal lines represent the bandwidth requirements of the skyscraper broadcasting and the polyhurnionic broadcasting protocols for a maximum waiting time of one minute. Both protocols provide interesting benchmarks against which to compare the bandwidth requirements of our STPP protocol. As we saw earlier, skyscraper broadcasring [IO] is the sole broadcasting protocol that never requires the STB to receive more than two streams at the same time. Hence it has the same client bandwidth requirements as our STPP protocol.
Polyharmonic broadcasting [ 141 is the broadcasting protocol that requires the least amount of server bandwidth to guarantee a given maximum waiting time. The price to pay for this excellent performance is higher demands on the STB hardware, as the STB has to receive data broadcast over one hundred to one thousand low bandwidth channels.
As Figure 4 indicates, our STTP protocol only requires three minutes of preloaded data per video to perform better than skyscraper broadcasting at every request arrival rate. Increasing the duration of these preloaded data to eight minutes suffices to guarantee that STPP will also outperform polyharmonic broadcasting.
These results are even more impressive if we consider that the STTP protocol provides instant access to the video while skyscraper broadcasting introduces an average delay of 30 seconds and polyharmonic broadcasting imposes a fixed delay of one minute. In addition, the polyharmonic protocol requires each STB to receive data from the video server at a maximum bandwidth equal to 5.18 times the video consumption rate.
Even lower bandwidths can be achieved by increasing the duration of the preloaded segment to 10, 15 or 20 minutes. Unfortunately, these bandwidth savings obey to the law of diminishing returns because equal amounts of additional storage space result in ever decreasing bandwidth savings. For this reason, we see little motivation for preloading much more than 15 minutes of video data per video.
While the STTP protocol requires less bandwidth than stream tapping whenever the request arrival exceeds 20 requests per hour, it does not compare as favorably with stream tapping at arrival rates. The worst performance gap occurred at one request per hour where our protocol required up to 29 percent more bandwidth than stream tapping. We should note that this only occurred when the protocol preloaded three minutes of video data per video. In fact, the gap becomes insignificant when the protocol preloads at least 15 minutes of data per video.
Two factors can explain this performance gap. First, the stream tapping protocol we used as benchmark allows unlimited extra tapping and requires a STB capable of receiving video data at more than twice the video consumption rate. Second, the fixed 35-minute threshold we used in all our simulations resulted in a rather poor threshold at low request arrival rates. Increasing the threshold to 70 minutes at one request per hour would reduce the bandwidth requirements of our protocol by 9 to 10 percent. As a result a better-tuned STPP protocol preloading at least 15 minutes of video data would have a lower bandwidth requirements than stream tapping for all request arrival rates. Achieving even lower bandwidths would require a more complex protocol integrating some features from optimal sfream merging [ 5 , 61. A last issue to address is the asymptotic performance of the protocol at very high customer arrival rates. This is clearly an exceptional situation. It could only happen in a large metropolitan and would require a large percentage of the customer base to watch the same video the same night.
Under very heavy load, the STPP protocol will continuously repeat a cycle starting with the arrival of a request causing a new complete stream and ending with the arrival of the next request causing a new complete stream. Let r, and r, + A respectively designate the arrival times of these two requests.
Since and the duration of all the data streams initiated in that time interval equal to
The average bandwidth B of the protocol is then 1 =I where b represents the video consumption rate.
obtained by dividing T by A, which gives For instance, a STPP protocol preloading the first eight minutes of each video will never require more than 4.8 times the video consumption rate to distribute a two-hour video, which is well below the requirements of the polyharmonic broadcasting protocol [ 141.
Discussion
The critical assumption in our proposal is the necessity of having a disk drive in each customer STB. It will necessarily impact the cost of this STB and would result in additional outlays. One may therefore wonder whether the savings in server bandwidth will be sufficient to compensate these out1 ays.
The best answer to this question is mentioning the several additional advantages of having a very large buffer in each STB. First, we could keep in the STB buffer the previously viewed portion of each video. This would allow a very inexpensive implementation of interactive VOD because the STB could handle all pause and rewind requests [16] . The video server would still have to handle fast forward commands but we can expect this command to be infrequently used by most viewers. The STB could indeed store in its buffer the last thirty to A very large buffer would also allow a more efficient utilization of the channel bandwidth. Future VOD services will distribute videos in compressed form and the bandwidth requirements of these videos will depend on the rate at which the images being displayed change [ 1, 81. For instance, daytime action scenes and cartoons will require more bandwidth than slower moving scenes and night scenes. The buffer sizes of conventional diskless STBs are limited by memory cost considerations. Hence buffer overflow is as a serious concern as buffer underflow. As a result, the video server will have to transmit at a lower bandwidth during slower moving scenes. A STB with a disk drive will not have that problem. Hence the video server will always transmit at the maximum bandwidth that has been allocated to the channel. Most video data would arrive sufficiently ahead of time to reduce or even eliminate bandwidth fluctuations [131.
CONCLUSION
Most existing distribution protocols for video-ondemand are tailored for a specific range of video request arrival rates and perform poorly beyond that range.
Reactive protocols like stream tapping, patching or dynamic skyscraper do not anticipate user requests and perform best when the request arrival rate does not exceed twenty requests per hour for a two-hour video. Above that, they require much more bandwidth than broadcasting protocols.
We have presented a stream tapping protocol that preloads in the customer set-top box the first few minutes of all popular videos. As a result, our stream tapping with partial preloading (STPP) protocol provides true instant access to the videos. In addition, it never requires the customer STE? to receive video data at more than twice the video consumption rate.
We found that our STPP protocol only needed to have the first three minutes of a two-hour video preloaded in the customer STB to be able to distribute it at a lower cost than the best existing broadcasting protocols. We also found that our protocol performed much better than stream tapping with unlimited extra tapping at high request arrival rates. In addition, an STTP protocol preloading the first eight minutes of the same two-hour video would always outperform the best harmonic broadcasting protocols.
